“This is a book for the child in all of us—an exquisitely rendered volume that underscores the power of words and pictures to inspire, build, and transform.” —ANDREW DAVIS FINNEY, New York Times bestselling author of A Tree for Peter; the story of E.B. White and the creation of The Trumpet Boy

“WOW. Fascinating, illuminating, and deeply entertaining. Required reading for anyone interested in children, reading, and/or children’s reading.” —JOHN ACHTERERA, inaugural National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature

“This is a beautiful reimagining of a milestone exhibition on children’s literature. Exquisitely rendered and inclusive in its vision. Highly recommended.” —LISA V. DRASEK, Head, Rare Book and Manuscript Library at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

“Eloquent, illuminating, and often revelatory, this thematic crash course in the history of iconic children’s books is a visual feast.” —PAUL D. ZELINSKY, award-winning author and illustrator

“This is a piece of literature that should be in every school of education and required reading for any student studying children’s literature. Outstanding.” —CYNTHIA WEILL, Director of the Center for Children’s Literature at Bank Street College of Education
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